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           Question 1: (Multiple Choices):  
For the questions from (1) to (40), in the answer sheet, shade the circle which 
represents the correct choice for every question. 

English Subject First Question Bank: 

 Second Term  

Year 1438-1439 H/ 2017-2018 

 

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia 

Ministry of Education 

General Administration 

of Education,   

Jeddah Region  
Al Bayan Model School 

Intermediate Stage 

7
th

  Grade 

2
nd

  Term 

T. Badriya 

T.Duaa 

T. Zainab 

Teacher QUESTION BANK FOR ENGLISH: Chapter 8, 9, 22 (S.B + W.B) 

GRAMMAR   

Did they search for gold all month?   1. 

(D) verb 

 
(C) possessive form (B) subject form (A) object form  

 Mr. Lee praised Ella and ________. 2. 

(D) hers (C) her      (B) my       (A) she        

Did Sara and _______ watch the Dragon Boat Races in Naha, Japan? 3. 

(D) theirs (C) they (B) their (A) them  

  The pronoun (mine) is: 4. 

(D) verb (C) possessive form (B) subject form (A) object form  

Later, my friends and _____ went to Moon Beach. 5. 

(D) my (C) me (B) I  (A) mine  

 The pronoun (your) is: 6. 

(D) verb (C) possessive form (B) subject form (A) object form  

  Bannister’s parents died when he was young. 7.       

(D) verb (C) possessive form (B) subject form (A) object form  

After planning for weeks, _________ drove to the park. 8. 

___
(D) ours (C) our (B) us (A) we  

Later, my friends and ________ went to Moon Beach. 9. 

(D) me (C) my (B) mine (A) I  

I sold them my baseball cards. 10.  

(D) object of possessive  (C) indirect object (B) subject form (A) direct object   
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The ____villain of all time turns out to be a hero.  11. 

(D) more worse (C) bad (B) badly (A) worst  

Before the race, Kara and her brother warmed up.( The correct replacement for 

[her brother] is: 

12. 

(D)  him (C)  she  (B)  his (A)  he   

The soldiers saddled their horses at once.( The correct replacement for [The 

soldiers ] is: 

13. 

(D) Theirs (C) They (B) Their (A) Them  

The superlative form of loud is: 14. 

(D) more loud (C) most loud (B)  loudest (A)  louder  

After searching for five minutes, we found_________ in the literature 

section of the bookstore. 

15. 

(D)  him (C)  she  (B)  his (A)  he   

I ________ hear you. 16.  

(D) can hardly               (C) never hardly      (B) can never hardly      (A) can't hardly  

According to_________, we will get more snow than we did last year. 
17.  

(D) theirs (C) they (B) their (A) them  

  The drama club will be giving both Albert and _______a prize for winning the 

dramatic interpretation contest. 
18.  

(D) me (C) my (B) mine (A) I  

Blue is a _________________ color on you than green.  19. 

(D)  best (C)  more good (B)   better (A)  good  

This is the_________________ fruit I have ever tasted.  20.  

(D)  most sweet (C)   sweetest (B)    sweeter (A)   sweet  
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The comparative form of calm is: 21. 

(D) is calm (C) calmest (B) calm (A)  calmer  

The comparative form of slowly is: 22. 

(D)  is slowly (C)   slowlyest  (B)  more slowly (A)   slowlyer   

The comparative form of easily is: 23. 

(D)  most easily (C)  is easily (B)  easiler (A)  more easily  

The superlative form of wonderful is: 24. 

(D) more wonderful (C) most wonderful (B) wonderfulest (A)  wonderfuler  

The superlative form of rich is: 25. 

(D) more richer (C) most rich (B) richest (A)  richer  

In one story, the ________villain of all time turns out to be a hero. 26.  

(D)  is bad (C)  worst (B)  badest (A)  bad  

Jana is the_______ skater in her family. 27.  

(D)  gooder (C)  good (B)  better (A)  best  

We __________pears on our tree this spring. 28.  

(D)  doesn’t have 
any 

(C)  doesn’t have 
no 

(B)   don’t have any (A)  don’t have no  

Sheila never eats nothing between meals. 29. 

(D) never eat nothing (C)   never eats 

never 
(B) never eats 

anything 
(A) never eats 

nothing 
 

This problem is_______________________ than the first.  30.  

(D) most difficult (C)  difficulter (B) difficult (A) more difficult  

That is the ________________ thing anyone has ever said to me! 31. 

(D) most nice (C)  nicest (B) nice (A) nicer  

Next time, speak onstage _______________ than you did today. 32. 

(D)  is slowly (C)   slowlyest  (B)  more slowly (A)   slowlyer   

This is the_________________ storm I have ever seen. 33. 

(D)  is bad (C)  worst (B)  badest (A)  bad  

The ________ mountain in Africa is in Tanzania.  34. 

(D) more taller (C) taller (B) tallest (A) tall  
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SPELLING 
 

Unscramble the words:  i/c/f/t/n/i/o       35. 

(D) cioitfn (C) niotfic (B) fiction (A) tnfcioi  

o/l/v/n/e 36. 

(D) novel (C) ovnel (B) loenv (A) venlo  

u/r/c/d/e/a/s               37. 

(D) aeurcds (C) descura (B)  sadecru (A) crusade  

f/c/a/h/s/e      38. 

(D) hsacef (C) chafes (B) scefha (A) aceshf  

Choose the words with the correct spellings.  39. 

(D)  ficnoit      (C)  ciftion       (B)   fiction       (A)  fitcion       

Choose the words with the correct spellings. 40. 

(D)   wierveer (C)  vieerew         (B)   veierwer       (A)   reviewer       

Choose the words with the correct spellings. 41. 

(D) palpable (C) lppeabl (B)  pepblla (A) blepalpl  

Choose the words with the correct spellings. 42. 

(D) wierve (C) review (B)  veirwe (A) iwvere  

Fill in the missing letters:   hi__ario__s 43. 

(D) t, w (C)  g, y (B)  l, u (A) r, n   

  e__eme__ts 44.  

(D) i, c  (C) I, n (B) k, c (A)  I, p  
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Question 2: (Pairing Questions) VOCABULARY 

From questions (1) to (20), in the answer sheet, for every question in 

 column (1) shade the appropriate circle from column (2).  

 

Column (2) Column (1) 

(A)   work of fiction 1) hilarious 

(B)     war 2) outrages 

(C)    funny  3) sarcastic 

(D)  horse trainer 4)  assessment 

(E)   laugh out loud    5)  frolicking 

     (F)   fair assessment of the project.    6)  chafes 

(G)    bright, colorful    7)  crusade 

(H)   obvious, clear    8)  repulsive 

(I)   disturbed her mother.    9)  review 

(J)    playing, having fun 10)  novel 

(K)  ironic 11)  palpable 

(L)   frolicking in the rain. 12)  vivid 

(M)   judgement 13)   fiction 

(N)  harsh 14)  The teacher had done a 

(O)  palpable love of life. 15)   The girls were 

(P)  disgusting 16)   The girl chafes  

(Q)  war 17)   All humans have a 

(R)  something that makes you mad 18)  The repulsive nature of the kid 

(S)  horror  

(T)  noble man  

(U)  invented story  

(V)  annoyed, feeling irritated  

(W)  assess  

(X)  at talking to strangers.  

(Y)   the highest bidder  

(Z)   characters  
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Question 3: (True or False)     Comprehension:  
Use the information in the passage to answer the questions below. 

From Questions (1) to (20), shade in the answer sheet the letter Ⓣ if the statement is True  

             or Ⓕ if the statement is False, for every question. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1) Catherine’s father is a small-time nobleman in England.    T    F 

2) Catherine likes to stay inside sewing.    T    F 

3) Her father wants to marry her off to the person whom she 

chooses. 

   T    F 

4) Catherine is a funny character who loves life.    T    F 

5) Catherine's nickname is Birdy.    T    F 

6) All fictional characters are vivid and funny.    T    F 

         Catherine, daughter of a small-time nobleman in medieval 

England, is hilarious. In a diary format she records her daily life, the 

outrages she suffers as a girl, and her often humorous assessment of 

things. She longs to be outside frolicking instead of inside sewing, and 

she chafes at her lessons in ladylike behavior. Birdy is the sort of girl 

who organizes a spitting contest and starts a mud fight. She makes a list 

of all the things girls cannot do, such as go on a crusade, be a horse 

trainer, laugh out loud, and “marry whom they will.” She battles with 
her father, who wants to marry her off to the highest bidder, no matter 

how repulsive. Many of her best sarcastic remarks are reserved for him, 

and she irritates him whenever possible. She has a lively sense of 

humor and a palpable love of life. Few fictional characters are so vivid 

and funny—do not miss this one. 
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From Questions below shade in the letter Ⓣ if the statement is True  or Ⓕ if the statement is False,  

for every question. 

  

 

                                           

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1) She makes a list of all the things girls can do.    T    F 

2) She has a lively sense of humor.                                                                 T    F 

3) All fictional characters are vivid and funny.                                             T    F 

4) Catherine records her daily life in a diary format.    T    F 

5) Catherine hates to play with mud.    T    F 

6) Laughing out loud is a ladylike behavior.    T    F 

7) Birdy likes to have fun outside more than sewing inside.    T    F 

8) Catherine is a noble lady who loves to act like a normal girl.    T    F 

         Catherine, daughter of a small-time nobleman in medieval England, is 

hilarious. In a diary format she records her daily life, the outrages she suffers as 

a girl, and her often humorous assessment of things. She longs to be outside 

frolicking instead of inside sewing, and she chafes at her lessons in ladylike 

behavior. Birdy is the sort of girl who organizes a spitting contest and starts a 

mud fight. She makes a list of all the things girls cannot do, such as go on a 

crusade, be a horse trainer, laugh out loud, and “marry whom they will.” She 

battles with her father, who wants to marry her off to the highest bidder, no 

matter how repulsive. Many of her best sarcastic remarks are reserved for him, 

and she irritates him whenever possible. She has a lively sense of humor and a 

palpable love of life. Few fictional characters are so vivid and funny—do not 

miss this one. 
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Question 4: (Composition) 

 Read the story below. Then finish it with your own writing. 
  

My sister woke me up early this morning.  She ran into my 

room before the alarm clock went off. 

“Look outside!” she yelled. 
I got out of bed and looked out the window.  All that I could see was white snow!  There was 

a man shoveling the sidewalk in front of our house. 

Mom came into the room.  She brought us each a mug of hot chocolate.   

“No school today!” she said.  I was very happy.  My sister was happy, too. 
Mom left the room to find our snow clothes.  She gave me my blue snowsuit.  She also gave 

me a hat and mittens. “What are you going to do today with no school?” she asked.  
 

 

 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

an adventure- cloth- tripped-snowman- sister- crashed 
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       Write  your own short story. 
 
 
 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Choose the correct answer:   

Named him Mustard.  1. 

(D) noun (C) verb (B) fragment (A) sentence                   

I was watching TV alone.   2. 

(D) noun (C) verb (B) fragment (A) sentence                   

The earliest form of the Internet was designed over thirty years 

ago, and it was created to be used by the military.  

3.  

(D) fragment (C) stringy 

sentence          

(B) correct (A) Run-on 

sentence     

 

The correct sentence is: 4. 

(A) Thomas and José were playing softball at school, and Thomas hit the ball 

very hard, and then he saw it roll under the steps of the library. 

 

(B) Thomas and José were playing softball at school. Thomas hit the ball very 

hard, and then he saw it roll under the steps of the library. 

 

(C) Thomas and José were playing softball at school, Thomas hit the ball very 

hard, then he saw it roll under the steps of the library. 

 

(D) Thomas and José were playing softball at school  Thomas hit the ball very 

hard, and then he saw it roll under the steps of the library. 

 

The correct sentence is: 5. 

(A) The first e-mail program was invented in 1972, e-mail is a way to send 

messages from one computer to another. 

 

(B) The first e-mail program was invented in 1972  e-mail is a way .To send 

messages from one computer to another. 

 

(C) The first e-mail program was invented in 1972  e-mail is a way to send 

messages from one computer to another. 

 

(D) The first e-mail program was invented in 1972. E-mail is a way to send 

messages from one computer to another. 
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.Like a novel, a short story has characters, a setting and a conflict 
 

A good story has suspense, dialogue, description, sensory details and that its resolution ties up loose ends. 

, To write a story 

 Brainstorm characters, settings and conflicts.  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

*****THE END***** 

Main character setting conflict 

What does he / she look like? 

How old is the character? 

What does he/ she like to do? 

Where does the story take place? 

When does the story take place? 

What sensory details help the reader imagine the 

setting? 
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